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Introduction 

Consider what you want in life. Think about all the goals you have and all the dreams you 
want to achieve, from big stuff like your dream job to small things like having a little more 
confidence and expanding your social circle. What is holding you back from achieving 
these lofty goals? Other factors like opportunity, age, and your financial situation may 
play a role in how realistic our dreams are, but the main factor is often your lack of 
confidence in yourself. When you are afraid to put yourself in a new situation and you 
can’t stop thinking of everything that could go wrong, you hold yourself back more 
effectively than any of the outcomes you predict. 

Fear is more likely to limit us than any other emotion. When we fear what might happen 
if we try something new, we reject the possibility of ever trying it out. If we look at an 
opportunity and only see the possible ways it might go wrong, we let the opportunity pass 
us by without even trying to take it, which is the worst outcome of them all. The same is 
true when we lay in bed at night picking apart every conversation we had that day, 
berating ourselves for not saying or doing the right thing. We try to analyze peoples’ 
motivations and their reactions to what we said and did, unable to let the thought go even 
if we recognize it’s not helping us achieve anything. When we focus only on the potential 
negatives of a situation and we never give ourselves the opportunity to think about 
positive outcomes, we keep ourselves stuck in this perpetual loop of overthinking. 

Think of all you could achieve in life if you let go of your greatest fears. It would be easy 
to walk up to strangers and start a conversation without spending precious time worrying 
about how you will come off. You could forge new relationships, or improve already 
existing ones. You would be able to try something new without fearing how you might 
make a mistake, something which is common for anyone picking up a new hobby, skill, 
or job. These are things that people who have cultivated confidence and put themselves 
in situations where they didn’t know all the answers seem to have no trouble doing. 
Meanwhile, these are common roadblocks for people who overthink. If you can learn to 
slow down racing thoughts and think logically about situations rather than emotionally, 
you can start to leave the harmful practice of overthinking behind. 

Overthinking will show you how you can push back against fear and worry when they 
dominate your thoughts. You will learn not just what it means to be a perpetual 
overthinker and why you engage in this harmful habit, but also how overthinking every 
minor event sets you up for failure by limiting your opportunities. You will also learn ways 
you can reroute your thoughts, retrain your brain, and interrupt instances of overthinking 
before they can take hold. When you work to develop confidence rather than letting worry 



and anxiety dominate you, you stop living your life in fear of all the potential negative 
outcomes. You give yourself permission to work towards positive outcomes instead.  



Chapter 1: How Overthinking Infects Your Brain 

Overthinking is not just something you do occasionally. It is a habitual practice that is 
very difficult to break away from once you start doing it. This 
is because overthinking trains your brain to follow the same 
thought pattern every time you try to consider potential 
outcomes. If you constantly think that everything you do will 
end in failure, you will keep thinking this way. You will shy 
away from trying any new behaviors, and in doing so, you will 
continue to fall back on these doubts and anxieties. You can 
break this cycle, but you must first acknowledge how it 
interferes with your ability to see new situations from a more 
rational vantage point. 

What Happens When You Overthink 

When you overthink, you worry and ruminate over conversations and actions for far 
longer than what is helpful. It’s fine to practice some caution when making big decisions, 
but overthinking can kick in even when making small, otherwise meaningless choices. 
You may want to talk to someone you don’t know at a party, but as soon as the thought 
enters your mind, you can’t help but think about how the situation could spiral into chaos. 
What if you walk over and make a fool out of yourself? What if they don’t like you, and 
they tell everyone they don’t like you, and now everyone at the party hates you? It’s 
incredibly unlikely this will happen, but your brain convinces you it’s the most likely result 
of a benign action. You begin to obsess over these extremely negative outcomes, with no 
space in your head for any potential positive results. 

Because you subconsciously predict bad outcomes over good ones every time, 
overthinking encourages you to be more pessimistic. When you worry about what will 
happen if you say this or do that, you come up with only negative answers to the question. 
Maybe you also think about potential good outcomes, but they seem much less likely than 
the bad ones. In reality, the balance is completely reversed; your mind leaps right to the 
worst-case scenario, but this is rarely the most likely outcome. It is more common to 
achieve a good or at least neutral outcome than it is to have your attempt to leave your 
comfort zone end in catastrophic failure, but your mind prioritizes the bad over the good. 



How Overthinking Impacts Your Thoughts 

Overthinking gets you stuck in a cycle of worry. These thought patterns make it harder to 
view the world in a rational light. You jump to conclusions, shooting yourself down before 
you even give yourself a chance to try and before anyone else can do it for you. You have 
trouble engaging in situations where you cannot be certain of the outcome. Your thoughts 
spiral long into the night, which can lead to insomnia. Everywhere you turn, fear and 
anxiety are prevalent. 

Irrational	Expectations	

It’s easy to fear the future when you believe that bad outcomes are so much more common 
than good ones. Overthinking reinforces the irrational outcomes your mind comes up 
with and discards the more rational expectations you should set for yourself. When your 
thoughts constantly tell you how situations can go from bad to worse, it is hard not to see 
every unknown outcome as a potential bomb waiting for you to cut the wrong wire. 

Irrational expectations can also be directed at yourself. You want to avoid slipping up as 
you fear the consequences, so you convince yourself that you must act perfectly at all 
times. Even a small mishap could lead to ruin in your mind. However, no one can really 
be perfect. When you force expectations of perfection on yourself, any minor setback feels 
like a catastrophe. You are much harder on yourself than you would be if you recognized 
that everyone makes mistakes and these mistakes rarely lead to the terrible outcomes you 
fear. 

Anxiety	Over	Unknown	Variables	

It’s natural to be cautious about the unknown, but overthinking brings this caution to a 
whole new level. If you can’t be certain about an outcome even after thinking it over for 
minutes or even hours, unknown variables become much more frightening. This can lead 
you to avoid having new experiences and reject trying new things just because you are 
afraid of the possibility of failure. 



Insomnia	From	Circling	Thoughts	

It is hard to fall asleep when you are focused on your worries for the next day, or when 
you are endlessly trying to dissect an interaction you had earlier. It is sometimes possible 
to distract yourself from anxious thoughts during the day, but at night when there are no 
distractions, these thoughts return. You can lay awake in bed for hours replaying 
something that happened earlier that day or even many years prior. The more your 
thoughts keep you up late, the later you end up sleeping in, throwing off your sleep cycle. 
Insomnia can lead to constant fatigue and exhaustion as your mind struggles to function 
on a lack of sleep and an unstable sleeping schedule. 

The	Worry	Cycle	

Worry begets more worry because it keeps you from disproving your fears. When you are 
so afraid of a possibility that you don’t even make an attempt, you pass by the opportunity 
to ease your worries. The longer you go without facing your fears, the bigger those fears 
become in your mind, leading you to worry about them even more. 

As an example, consider someone who is afraid of speaking on the phone. They avoid 
making phone calls whenever possible, so they never get any experience with it. In their 
minds, speaking on the phone only ever leads to anxiety and discomfort, and they don’t 
have any good experiences to disprove their worries with. They perpetuate their fear and 
keep themselves locked in the worry cycle, never picking up the phone, without an end in 
sight. 

The Physical Effects of Overthinking 

Overthinking doesn’t just impact your mentality. It can also affect your physical well-
being. In some cases, this is because your fear drives you away from healthy activities like 
exercise and getting sunlight. For example, maybe you fear being judged while working 
out in front of others so you avoid the gym, allowing your physical health to suffer. More 
commonly, physical harm comes in the form of increased stress levels. 



Rising	Stress	Levels	

Anxiety raises the production of the stress hormone cortisol in your body. It is okay to 
have brief, limited periods of stress, like when you have a big test in school or a project at 
work and you need a little extra motivation to get your work done. Consistent levels of 
stress, on the other hand, can lead to “serious health problems, such as heart disease, high 
blood pressure, diabetes, and other illnesses, including mental disorders such as 
depression or anxiety” (National Institute of Mental Health, n.d., para. 10). The long-term 
stress that overthinking causes is bad for your heart, and it can lead to health problems 
that are really worth worrying over. 

Your physical and mental health are connected. Anything that harms your mental well-
being puts more strain on your body in the form of stress, and physical pains can worsen 
mental distress. In order to live a healthier life, you must reduce both the physical and 
mental harm created by overthinking. In order to do so, you must consider what the root 
of your issue with overthinking is.  



Chapter 2: Why You Overthink 

People are naturally curious about things that are personally relevant to them. We seek 
out answers anywhere we can find them, and when we don’t get a clear answer, we tend 
to worry over the question in the back of our minds because we aren’t able to let our 
curiosity go. Naturally, our own interactions are very personally relevant, so we are driven 
to question them and look for answers. When we don’t get these answers, we go into 
overthinking mode. 

Overthinking occurs because you cannot reach one answer that you are completely certain 
of. No one can predict the future, and no one can know what is going on inside someone 
else’s head. Because you don’t know how the meeting tomorrow is going to turn out, or 
you don’t know what that person you spoke to earlier really thinks of you, your natural 
need for an answer drives you to keep working the question over in your mind. Rather 
than giving you a concrete answer and easing your thoughts, you usually just end up 
making your fears worse. 

A Desire for Certainty 

The less you know about something, the harder it is for you to prepare yourself for it. Part 
of overthinking is looking for a reasonable answer to your question, but you’re working 
with a data set that is severely lacking. You want to know what will happen if you go up to 
someone and start talking to them, but until you do, you don’t know enough about them 
to figure out how they’ll respond. This is especially true if your anxiety and overthinking 
drives you to avoid conversations with new people, creating a repetitive cycle. 

If you don’t have any experience or information about a situation, you have to consider 
all outcomes equally likely, even if this isn’t really true. The likelihood that the person you 
start talking to will be receptive to conversation seems just as likely as the chance they 
might decide they hate you and never want to talk to you again. Because you can’t know 
anything for sure, and you won’t let the idea of knowing for sure go, you keep thinking 
about the situation long after you should have just made a decision. 



Obsessing	Over	the	Past	

Overthinking can also manifest in obsessing over the past the same way you try to predict 
the future. If you tend to fixate on past events, you have probably made an otherwise 
unremarkable event into a big deal in your head. This lets the little things in life take up 
more headspace than they are really worth. 

Obsession over past interactions usually comes from a desire to read other people. This 
can be common for people with low self-esteem. You want to know how you came off and 
what other people think of you, but instead of taking their words at face value, you look 
for evidence that points to them secretly hating you. Your own self-critical thoughts are 
projected onto others. You replay the situation over and over again in your thoughts, 
identifying all the times when you messed up, even though the other person has probably 
long since forgotten. 

A Lack of Experience 

People who overthink tend to worry about things they haven’t done in a long time. The 
less experience you have with something, or the longer it’s been since you did something, 
the easier it is to assume things will go poorly. If you had one bad experience that put you 
off something forever, your only memory of the thing you’re avoiding is the bad 
experience, with no positive or neutral experiences to balance it out. Every time you think 
about it you are inclined to believe that things will go just as badly this time. These fears 
are rooted in self-doubt, which holds you back from confronting the things that scare you. 

Self-Doubt	

Every situation could have good outcomes and bad outcomes. Self-doubt is what 
convinces you that the bad outcomes are more likely than the good ones. When you doubt 
yourself, you immediately assume that a situation will end poorly for you, often before 
you even let yourself try. The more you hold yourself back from making an attempt when 
a new opportunity comes your way, the more you will internalize these self-critical beliefs. 
This leads to the repetition of thoughts such as, “I’m not good enough to succeed so I 
shouldn’t even try,” and, “They were just pretending to like me but really they can’t stand 



me.” If you never give yourself the chance to prove yourself wrong, you will continue 
believing these things to be true, which only makes self-doubt worse and leads to spiraling 
negative thoughts. 

Spiraling Thoughts 

The pattern of behavior that leads to overthinking is as follows: You encounter a problem, 
your brain tries to figure out what will happen now that the problem exists, and you lack 
the experience to make an informed decision. You start out by making reasonable 
predictions, but your thoughts quickly skew negative as a result of self-doubts and a lack 
of confidence. Your thoughts speed up and rapidly spiral downwards, leading you to the 

worst possible conclusion rather than 
ones that are more likely. 

You may ask yourself, “So what if I 
spend more time thinking about things 
than other people? Doesn’t that just 
mean I’m cautious?” But overthinking 
is more than just being cautious. 
Caution helps us avoid mistakes, while 
overthinking only gets in our way by 
preventing us from taking any action at 
all. 

The real danger of overthinking, the 
thing that separates it from more 
productive thoughts that might 
otherwise be justified caution over an 
important decision, is that 
overthinking doesn’t help you reach a 

decision. It leads to inaction through a passive unwillingness to try and actively prevents 
you from making a decision. Problem-solving also involves thinking critically about a 
problem and trying to predict what might happen if you try different methods, but the 
difference here is that “problem-solving involves thinking about a solution. Overthinking 
involves dwelling on the problem” (Morin, 2019, para. 9). This is what makes 
overthinking so harmful. We think about the problem, not the possible solutions, so we 
don’t take action and ultimately end up hurting ourselves more as a result.  



Chapter 3: Mental Exercises for Overthinking 

You know why overthinking is so bad and why you engage in it, but how do you stop? 
When your thoughts are racing, the first step is to bring them back under control. Find 
ways to bring your thoughts to a halt, at which point you can consider if they’re helpful, 
true thoughts, or if they are just the product of pessimistic thinking. 

Mental exercises can help you overcome these negative thought patterns and recenter 
your thoughts. When you give yourself space to breathe, you keep yourself from getting 
wrapped up in your spiraling thoughts. From a calmer perspective, it is easier for you to 
take a more rational view of the situation and quell overthinking. 

Slow Your Thoughts With Meditation 

Meditation is an excellent way to regain feelings of peace and calm in the middle of worry 
and fear. Rather than letting you dwell on your concerns, meditation redirects your focus 
towards things you have control over like your breath and your immediate surroundings. 
Concentrating on breathing control forces your mind to snap out of its thought spiral and 
helps you take a step back from the troubling situation. 

Meditation is also useful for grounding yourself more firmly. When you overthink, you 
lose yourself in the “what ifs” rather than focusing on what is. Meditation directs your 
thoughts to what you are experiencing instead of what you might experience. This reduces 
the risk of panic that might otherwise overwhelm you. 



 

Focus	on	Your	Breathing	

Breathing is more powerful than most people believe. There is a reason why an athletic 
coach or personal trainer might direct their trainees to “breathe through the pain”—
breathing takes our mind off the sources of pain and worry in our lives, whether they are 
producing physical pain or emotional pain. Breathing also gives you an outlet for your 
stress, as you can imagine your stress leaving your body with each breath and feel the 
change in real time. 

When you feel your thoughts starting to spiral, try this meditation. First, find somewhere 
free from distractions. You may need to move to another room if there are many people 
in the room with you. Close your eyes and just breathe for a few seconds. Breathe in 
through your nose for a count of four, then out through your mouth for a count of eight. 
With each breath, let your shoulders relax a little and let the tension in your chest ease. 
Then, picture your breath as a mechanism for removing stress from your body. Breathe 
in peace and calmness, let the breath fill up your chest, and breathe out all the stress in 
your thoughts, releasing it and calming your mind. In a few minutes, you should find 



yourself in a more centered mental state that lets you return to the problem at hand with 
a clearer head. 

Practice Mindfulness 

Part of overthinking is being wrapped up in either the future or the past while failing to 
take advantage of the present. When you picture all the ways something could go wrong, 
you focus on future problems. When you pick apart an interaction hours, days, or months 
after it happened, you are stuck in the past. Mindfulness is all about recognizing the value 
of the moment you’re in right now. 

Being mindful of your situation and your feelings brings your focus away from the future 
or the past and back towards the present. Instead of worrying about what could be or what 
was, you can focus on what you can do right now to achieve a better outcome. Mindfulness 
involves recognizing your feelings and acknowledging them from a calm, centered 
perspective. You recognize that your worries exist for a reason, but you also see how they 
aren’t helping you achieve your goals once you slow your thoughts down to the present 
moment. It is a useful tool in fighting against self-doubt and building a more 
compassionate inner dialog. 

Practice	Self-Compassion	

Caring for yourself is vital in pushing back against negative predictions and perceptions 
of events. If you can recognize that you have inherent worth and that your feelings are 
valid, even though they may not be ideal, you can give yourself the opportunity to make 
new memories rather than getting bogged down in old ones. 



 

For example, if you previously had a bad experience speaking up at work, you are more 
likely to avoid it in the future. It makes sense that you feel this way, and it’s important to 
acknowledge the role your past experiences had in making you afraid of speaking up. 
However, it is also important to move past this fear and no longer allow it to limit you. 
You cannot accomplish this by guilting yourself for being afraid in the first place. 
Mindfulness encourages you to show yourself compassion for these anxious thoughts. You 
must accept that you had a bad experience, but you can also resolve to try again and 
attempt to have a better one this time around. 

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) aims to help you identify and reassess negative 
thoughts. It is frequently used to help people who suffer from anxiety pick up on the 
instances where their thoughts reflect an unrealistic view of the world. It can help you 
calm overthinking in the same way. When you “notice yourself replaying events in your 
mind over and over, or worrying about things you can’t control, acknowledge that your 
thoughts aren’t productive” (Morin, 2016, para. 10). Learning to recognize these thoughts 
as unproductive lets you slowly reshape them over time. 



Anticipate,	Pause,	Identify,	and	Reshape	

There are four main steps to most CBT treatments. Each step is one piece in the puzzle of 
managing worry and rumination. These steps are anticipating difficult situations, 
stopping yourself from falling down the rabbit hole of negative thinking, identifying 
negative thoughts, and finally reshaping those negative thoughts to reflect reality. 

What kind of situations do you find yourself overthinking in? Are you someone who has 
a lot of anxiety during social interaction, or do you tend to overthink big upcoming 
projects? The first part of CBT is identifying the most common causes of overthinking for 
you. This helps you recognize when you’re in a situation that is likely to lead to 
overthinking so you can cut these thoughts off at the pass. 

When you feel yourself starting to overthink, pause and take a step back from the 
situation. This process can be easier if you use the previously discussed meditation and 
mindfulness strategies, as they help you break out of the thought cycle. 

Next, learn to identify negative thoughts as they appear. If you don’t recognize that certain 
thoughts are misrepresenting the situation, you pass up an opportunity to correct them. 
When you find yourself thinking something unhelpful, like “I shouldn’t try because I 
always fail,” recognize that this thought keeps you stagnant rather than active and it holds 
you back from trying to succeed. 

Finally, evaluate the truth of the statement. Can you really say that everything you do ends 
in failure, or are you just cherry-picking your examples? Wouldn’t it be more accurate to 
say that some attempts aren’t successful but others are? Once you start challenging the 
accuracy of these thoughts, you can start shifting your thoughts away from “this will go 
poorly” to “this has gone poorly before, but it doesn’t need to happen the same way this 
time.” Even small shifts in your attitude can drastically reduce the hold that overthinking 
has over you.  



Chapter 4: Confront What Frightens You 

One piece of common advice given to people dealing with a phobia is for them to “face 
their fears.” This advice is so prevalent because one of the biggest parts of fear is 
uncertainty. The less experience you have with a scary thing, the more likely you are to 
see the situation as unpredictable, and therefore frightening. 

The fear of the unknown is natural and instinctual. People who fear the dark, one of the 
most common phobias, don’t fear darkness itself, but what it could be hiding. What if a 
murderer jumps out, or what if there’s a monster lying in wait? These predictions are 
unlikely, but because we can’t know they’re untrue for certain, they seem possible. It is 
this lack of knowledge that frightens us most of all and leads us to make doomsday-level 
predictions when we encounter an unknown variable. 

Even though you can’t know exactly what will happen in the future, you may be able to 
make more accurate predictions about a situation if it’s one you’re familiar with. It’s easier 
for you to guess how someone might respond to a joke if it’s one you’ve told before. The 
same thing is true for getting experience in other situations that give you anxiety and lead 
to overthinking. The more you try to put yourself in unpredictable situations, the better 
you become at recognizing that the results of these scenarios are rarely as scary as you 
made them out to be in your head. 

Exposure Therapy 

Exposure therapy involves dealing with a scary situation or thing by confronting it rather 
than avoiding it. You won’t know what’s lurking in the dark until you turn on the lights, 
and sometimes that means walking a few feet into the dark hallway. The more experience 
you have making that journey, the less scary those few feet feel, and the more you realize 
that the worst-case scenarios you predicted weren’t as likely as you thought they were. 

In exposure therapy, you take yourself out of your comfort zone a little bit at a time. You 
work to gain more experience with the thing you’re afraid of, and as you do, you start to 
get a more realistic view of it. You take some of its power away because it’s no longer an 
unknown variable. The more practice you get, the less you will believe that all future 
interactions will end in the worst possible scenario, because you have a wealth of evidence 
to the contrary. 



Move	Slowly	and	Safely	

One of the most important things to keep in mind when practicing exposure therapy is 
that you shouldn’t push yourself too hard too fast. Doing so can lead to further trauma 
and more negative associations with the activity. You should never force yourself into a 
situation that could cause you to panic and harm yourself or others. You want to keep 
making steps and resist stagnating, and some discomfort is inevitable but your steps 
should be small enough that you feel a little more comfortable with each one. 

Act Like the Person You Want to Be 

 

What separates you from someone who is confident? Confidence isn’t something you are 
either born with or that you lack forever. It is something you can develop and grow with 
practice. If you want to be more confident, you can start by pretending you already are. 



If overthinking and worry are the products of repeated negative thoughts, confidence is 
the product of repeated positive thoughts. Emulating confidence can help you achieve it. 
Think about the way a confident person would handle a situation, then try to act the same 
way. When approaching a stranger you want to speak to, start up the conversation with 
the assumption that they want to talk to you too. When working on an assignment, push 
back against thoughts of failure with the reminder that your past work speaks for itself, 
and you have the skills you need to succeed. The more you think along these lines and 
practice confident behaviors, the more you will start to believe your thoughts. 

Power	Poses	

Your posture can have an effect on your mentality. Studies have shown that people who 
struck a more dominant, confident pose for as little as two minutes “increased 
testosterone by 20 percent and decreased cortisol levels by 25 percent” (Clear, n.d., para. 
18). Testosterone helps you feel more confident, while lower levels of cortisol indicate less 
stress. 

High power poses are open, relaxed, and strong. Think of the pose a superhero strikes 
when standing up to the villain. You can emulate these poses yourself. Try standing with 
your hands on your hips, or with your arms hung loosely at your sides. Avoid crossing 
your arms and legs or hunching your shoulders. 

Next time you’re hyping yourself up to do something out of your comfort zone, strike a 
pose—your ruminating thoughts may just be put to rest.  



Conclusion 

If you’ve been an overthinker for the majority of your life, you know that it’s a tough habit 
to break. It is easy to slide back into the patterns of rumination and worry, but these 
thought patterns keep you from reaching your full potential. As you work towards 
overcoming your insomnia and anxiety, making yourself mentally tougher, focus on all 
the good you can do for yourself just by letting go of unnecessary stress and frantic 
thoughts. 

Put the strategies you have learned here into practice right away so you can start making 
a change today. Don’t put your life on hold because you can’t stop thinking about negative 
outcomes. Start practicing mental exercises, getting more experience in new and 
uncomfortable situations, and striking power poses so you can leave anxiety and 
pessimism behind once and for all. Once you do, you will find it easier to work towards 
your goals without letting overthinking stop you any longer.  
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